
Roll dimensions
Length: 4,75 m / Diameter: 10 mm

Box contents Pallet details
10 rolls = 47,5 m1 32 boxes = 1‘520 m1

Roll dimensions
Length: 2,35 m / Diameter: 20 mm

Box contents Pallet details
10 rolls = 23,5 m1 24 boxes = 564 m1

Ampacoll® RS [10 mm]
for joints between construction  

elements

Ampacoll® RS [20 mm]
for joints between construction  

elements

Roll dimensions
Length: 8 m / Diameter: 6 mm

Box contents Pallet details
10 rolls = 80 m1 32 boxes = 2‘560 m1

Ampacoll® RS

Ampacoll® RS [4 mm]
for joints between construction  

elements

Ampacoll® RS [6 mm]
for joints between construction  

elements

Roll dimensions
Length: 12 m / Diameter: 4 mm

Box contents Pallet details
10 rolls = 120 m1 32 boxes = 3‘840 m1

Self adhesive round cords of butyl rubber

Technical details:

Storage time 2 years

Working temperature from 0 °C

Temperature resistance -40 to +90 °C

Outdoor exposure time 3 months

 Highly flexible – follows  
movement in structural  
elements

 For jointing structural  
elements with uneven  
surfaces

 For contact bonding with 
highly textured substrates

 Ideal for use with wooden 
joists
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Jahre Garantie*
Ans Garantie
Anni Garanzia

Years Warranty

Optimized for use with the
following materials:

 Vapor barriers and seals

 Roof and wall membranes

 Planed timber and untreated wood *

 Fiberboards, soft to hard *

 OSB boards *

 Chipboards *

 Gypsum plasterboards *

 Gypsum fiberboards *

 Concrete * and brick *

 Plaster, mortar, plaster, etc. *

 Metals (aluminum, steel, etc.)

 Polythene and PVC components

 Bitumen, sanded channels *

* use primer

Processing tips

Please note, bonding on wet or damp surfaces generally presents a problem. The surface to be repaired must be dry, clean 
and free of dust and grease. For floors and edge connectors on a highly textured or dirty surface such as concrete or masonry, 
Ampacoll® Connecto must be applied first. The joints to be sealed may not be more than 2/3 of the bead diameter used. This is 
achieved by leveling out the corresponding part. When sealing the wall element to a concrete floor, the liner can be left on the 
bead after laying the Ampacoll® RS, 20 mm. This allows the wall element to move to a limited extent during the settling phase.

ISO 9001:2008
Swiss Research
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*  Security is part 
of the system at 
Ampack. We cover 
the cost of removal 
and replacement, 
and consequential 
damage, as well 
as the replacement 
materials.

This paper can become invalid if new knowledge is acquired or new developments are made. 
Currently valid informations are available at www.ampack.eu © Ampack AG, Rorschach, 01.2012

Ampack AG
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